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In Sex at Dawn, the authors expose the ancient roots of human sexuality while pointing toward a more optimistic future illuminated by
our innate capacities for love, cooperation, and 171544155507.Â how far from human nature monogamy really is. In Sex at Dawn, the
authors expose the ancient roots of human sexuality while pointing toward a more optimistic future illuminated by our innate capacities
for love, cooperation, and generosity. Condition: Brand New, Format: Paperback, Publication Year: 2011, Publisher: HarperCollins,
Language: English. See More. PicClick Insights for.Â Living M/s; A Book for Masters, Slaves and Their Relationships by Dawn Williams.
$23.61 Buy It Now 12d 12h. See Details. Sex at Dawn: How We Mate, Why We Stray & What It Means for Modern Relationships by.
Christopher Ryan (Goodreads Author), Cacilda JethÃ¡.Â What makes it all so sad is that a book offering some new ideas on hot topics
like male parental investment or female sexual receptivity would actually be very welcome. This is not that book. What it really is is a
plea for a return to an imagined â€˜ancient [sexual] egalitarianismâ€™ where humans â€“ especially men â€“ had repercussion-free sex
with multiple partners. I would be more than happy to read a book promoting the benefits of polyamory, but please, don't dress it up as
science. â€œSex At Dawn is the single most important book about human sexuality since Alfred Kinsey unleashed Sexual Behavior in
the Human Male on the American public in 1948.â€ (Dan Savage). â€œFunny, witty, and light ...Â It's not hard to understand why "Sex
at Dawn" has been embraced by sexologists while primatologists and anthropologists have been noticeably cooler in their reception.The
book is like a bomb thrown not only against the very notion of monogamy but also against the standard narrative in anthropology that
pair-bonding is universal in human societies because women trade sexual access for. food and protection.Â It could save your
relationship with your partner and with yourself. Even if you can't wrap

